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Free claim review


























Was your car in an accident?
		





Car Appraisers and Diminished Value Experts
		





Contact us to see if your claim qualifies for diminished value and get a free quote. We can always help you settle for more.
						








Free claim review













				





Or call us now					





























Who Is Diminished Value Carolina?
		





Diminished Value Carolina is a local, trusted car appraisal company. We offer a full range of car appraisal services to meet the needs of insurance claimants, car buyers and sellers, and classic auto collectors. Our services include:
						











	

						
Diminished Value Appraisals

	

						
Total Loss Appraisals

	

						
Body Shop Collision Repair Audit

	

						
Actual Cash Value

	

						
Loss of Use

	

						
Fair Market Value
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Why hire us?
		





	

						
Our senior appraiser is licensed in 6 states including North Carolina and South Carolina

	

						
Our company has an A rating with the Better Business Bureau 

	

						
Our appraisal reports are USPAP compliant

	

						
We are I-CAR certified

	

						
Members of SEMA

	

						
Industry professionals with 30 years of combined auto experience

	

						
Adhere to a strict code of ethics




















Diminished Value Claims in 
North Carolina
		









Auto accidents, regardless of severity, cause an immediate and inherent loss in value. Car shoppers would never offer the same amount of money for a car that’s been wrecked & repaired as they would an undamaged counterpart.
By law in North Carolina, the at-fault driver is responsible to compensate the accident victim for their vehicle’s reduction in resale market value.
						








Contact Us 
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What Our Costumers Say
		
















I had an accident evolved a Hit and Run and have no idea about what to do. A friend suggested DV Carolina and it was a very good surprise, they advise me every step of the way and provide an opportunity to get more money on my diminished value claim. Thanks!					

Gabriel Johnson				
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I had no idea how low my insurance company's offer was until I talk to DV Carolina, they were very fast and professional, explain all the process and make me feel safe about my choice. After getting they appraisal I was able to get $800 more, Thank you, DV Carolina!!					

William L				
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Diminished Value Carolina helped me to not only get what I was owed for the diminished value of my car--it was more and they walked me through the process of how to manage.  I will not deal with an insurance company without using DVC to make sure I get what I am due					

Paul Gross				
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Somebody hit and ran and damaged my beloved Nissan. I had to file an uninsured motorist claim and Geico was giving me hard time, so I contacted Jessica at Diminished Value and she helped me get my affairs in order and $1,400 cash in my pocket. I recommend this company so very much.					

Jose Hernandez.				
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I had an accident evolved a Hit and Run and have no idea about what to do. A friend suggest me DV Georgia and it was a very good surprise, they advice me in every step on the way and provide opportunity to get more money on my diminished value claim. Thanks!					

Gabriel Johnson				
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I had no idea how low my insurance company offer was until I talk to DV Georgia, they was very fast and professional, explain me all the process and make me fell safe about my choice. After get they appraisal I was able to get $800 more, Thank you DV Georgia!!					

William L				
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Diminished Value of Ga helped me to not only get what I was owed for the diminished value of my car--it was more and they walked me through the process of how to manage.  I will not deal with an insurance company without using Diminished Value of GA to make sure I get what i due					

Paul Gross				
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Somebody hit and ran and damaged my beloved Nissan. I had to file uninsured motorist claim and Geico was giving me hard time, so I contacted Jessica at Diminished Value and she helped me get my affairs in order and $1,400 cash in my pocket. I recommend this company so very much.					

Jose Hernandez.				
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Contact us Now!
		









Want to Know How Much Your Claim is Worth?

		





You’re not alone, most of our clients are hesitant in trusting the insurance carrier and usually want a second opinion.
Before your order a diminished value appraisal, you can request a free quote, this is a rough estimate that will give you a ballpark of where the claim is headed and an idea of what our appraised value will be.
 Please fill out the questionnaire in order to receive your free diminished value quote. If you have a copy of the repair bill or pictures, please attach them also.
						





We can help you
		





	


						
(704) 248-6083


	


										
(678) 666-2575














 Schedule Meeting















Free Claim Review
		












	Name(Required) 

	Phone(Required)

	Email(Required)



	VIN#

	Repair Estimate Upload (Optional)

Drop files here or 
Select files



Max. file size: 64 MB.
 


	I'm not a Robot - What's 7 + 2 = ?7
8
9
10
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Get a Free Claim Review
		





Wondering how much your vehicle lost in Value? Click on the button to know more.
						












Free claim review




















			
Call Now
































Why hire us
		
















	

Appraiser Blog


	

Frequently asked questions


	

About Us
















Recent Articles
		





















Toyota’s EVs Skyrocket in North America: A 2024 Surge			









EV Sales Hit Record Highs but Miss Market Forecasts			









Why Finding a New Car Under $25,000 Is Getting Harder			









Why Getting an Auto Loan Might Be Harder in 2024			



















Appraisal links
		
















	

Order desk appraisal


	

Appraisal Services & Pricing


	

Free Loss in Value Quote


	

contact us
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Charlotte, NC

	

phone |  (704) 248-6083


	

Whatsapp |  (678) 666-2575


	
fax | (678) 868-1832
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